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**Winner of the 2012 Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Platinum Best Video Award**This origami kit teaches

origami beginners all the most important folds and techniques.This all-inclusive origami paper craft

kit with instructional DVD will teach you to easily create beautiful origami as if you are right in the

studio. World renowned origami master, Michael LaFosse will guide you step-by-step though 30

carefully crafted lessons. You will move seamlessly from origami beginning to intermediate all at

your own pace. Origami Studio Kit teaches an understanding of origami terminology, the ability to

easily read diagrams, a mastery of fine techniques and bases, and discovery of tips, tricks and

secrets of one of the world's most foremost folders. Although the easy-to-follow instructions make

this a great origami for kids kit, it is also serious and challenging enough for adult learners looking to

learn origami and get a solid foundation in the art of origami paper folding. The origami kit includes:

Full-color 72-page booklet Step-by-step instruction and diagrams 30 fun lessons 70 sheets of

durable, authentic origami paper 2 paper sizes and a variety of different colors A DVD with 3.5

hours of video tutorials Easy-to-follow demonstrations for each of the 30 lessonsNo matter your age,

or previous paper folding experience, these projects and techniques will help you become a better

origami folder. Frustrating objects are easily removed by explaining what is going on on a

fundamental level. By mastering the basics of origami you will soon be able to advance to much

more difficult and rewarding projects and enjoy a lifetime of joy folding and sharing your designs

with friends and family.Paper folding projects Include:Elsa's SwanJapanese Inflatable FrogPillow

NoteLily FlowerBunnyStar Box and many moreâ€¦
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Finally an origami savior. I am at the very beginning of doing origami, so the termanology is a little

confusing to me. However this kit provides wonderful tools to add me in becoming a good origami

master. It provides a dvd that offers step-by-step lessons to help you with every fold in this book. It

builds you up from the basics, but not to slowly like some other products. I reccomend this to

anyone wanting to improve their origami skills. ^_^

I purchased this for my 7 year old daughter who is very interested in origami. I didn't want to look up

YouTube videos all day for her, and we couldn't quite understand the previous books we purchased.

Well, this kit was the best thing to get her to learn origami. She was able to watch the included DVD,

and quickly learned the basic origami steps. Now, she can even understand her other books.

I was looking for a basic origami book for my Kindle Fire. I tried a few others (e.g. Origami

Extravaganza), which proved to be inadequate. This is just what I wanted: it covers the classic

origami bases and presents simple, well illustrated models. I didn't need the video.

I bought it for my son. Well, the instructions are good and clear. We had a lot of fun while making

origami. Included DVD helps if you don't understand the book. I would recommend this to anyone

who wants to spend non-electronic quality time with their kids.

This is a very nice product. I would recommend it for any beginning or intermediate level person. I

discovered I had pretty much by-passed this level. But, as I said it was excellent in every other way.

It was a gift and the recipient loved it. It was for a 10 year old girl. She requested it for Christmas.

I'm going to be introducing this dvd with instructions to my origami class this week. I think they will

really enjoy it.

I Love anything ever created by Michael Fosse. He is an Origami Hero to me. I planned on taking



his paper making classes at Origamido studios this year but I will have to re-schedule due to my

house being burglarized. I will continue to buy books and kits from Michael as long as he continues

in his art. I have learned so much from his teaching and books that I can't even describe my

satisfaction. I personally talked with Michael at his studios (by phone) and he is one of the nicest

and most pleasent and smart person I ever talked to. His attention to detail and patience in teaching

Origami is unsurpassed. I Highly recommend anything he has ever published to anyone that has a

Love for Origami and Paper folding Like I do. His partner Richard Alexander is the perfect match for

making the best DVD Teaching with incredible quality and detail. AAA+++ to the greatest team

Origami instruction has ever seen.
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